CLEAN BREXIT MOVEMENT
RESHAPING A NATION
We have lost the optimism that our children’s futures can be brighter than our own.
Brexit offers the opportunity to make a clean break with the European Union and set
about rebuilding the engines of social mobility to drive prosperity and ensure that our
children have the opportunity to build a better future for themselves. Yet we can only
achieve this if we adopt the right policies.
On the 24th of June 2016, we awoke to an election result almost no-one had anticipated.
The United Kingdom had voted to leave the European Union. Under the stress and strain
of the refugee migrant crisis on Europe's southern borders and buffeted by the winds of
globalisation, the people of Britain voted to leave the political union which many had
credited with maintaining peace & prosperity across Europe. Overnight the political map
had been completely redrawn.
For many across the country, particularly the millennial generation, this was not just an
act of economic suicide, but an abandonment of the fundamental liberal, open values that
we hold so dear. European workers across the country awoke, not just angry about the
result, but fearful of the consequences for their everyday lives, would they be allowed to
stay in this great country that they now call home? Car manufacturers across the North
East began to realize that their whole supply chain across Europe could be broken by our
withdrawal from the Customs Union.
However, for the majority of the country this was the day that the sun rose on a newly
independent Britain. This was the opportunity to take back control of our borders, our
laws and our money. As a £10bn net contributor to the EU, we would have this great
Brexit dividend which could be invested in the NHS, schools or other austerity hit public
services. Libertarian Globalists saw this as the chance to go out and rebuild our
Commonwealth trade links and connect with the rest of the world. As Europe fades into
economic insignificance it becomes vital for the UK to connect to the new hubs of
prosperity across the globe.
We want to reach out to the other half of the country, who didn’t vote to leave, to offer
everybody a bold vision of how we can all attain a fairer, greener, more prosperous future
outside of the EU. However, that this can only be achieved if we make a clean break with
the EU and form a new mutually beneficial partnership. We hope to show, how with the
right policies, prosperity can stretch from Lands End to John O’Groats and not be so
concentrated in our great capital of London. How Brexit does not mean closing ourselves
to Europe, but opening ourselves to the world. We will continue to have a deep and strong
connection with the nation states of Europe and continue to work together to hold
together the world order.
Yet in order, to build this future, we must understand the true, deep shortcomings of the
European Union as it currently stands. How it is a fundamentally undemocratic
institution beholden to lobbyists, which is driven by the core mission of forming a United
States of Europe, regardless of the will of the people. How it has ignored Referenda time
and time again, and how fundamentally the Eurocratic elite believe they can bully the UK
and all other nations into line. We, the people, must realise the mindset of the Eurocracy,
if we are to have any hope of negotiating the deal we and European citizens deserve.
Together we can build a greater Britain, one where our children will have far greater
opportunities than us. Within we lay out a roadmap of how to leave the EU and how to
build the Britain our children deserve to live in!
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Publish a no-deal Singapore-West style plan, where we threaten to undercut EU
countries with corporation tax cuts, air passenger duty cuts and export
subsidisation to ensure that British prosperity is protected, while industries shift
from EU nations to the UK.
Introduce a Carbon Added Tax on all carbon consumption to raise taxes on
polluting firms globally and to protect UK industry from environmental
undercutting by foreign competitors.
Introduce the Border Adjustment Tax to stop tax evasion by multinationals and to
relieve the UK export sector of taxes.
Subsidise PhD’s across the country and invest in university industrial centres to
drive productivity and scientific progress across the UK.
Invest in road widening upgrades across the country, not just in the prosperous
south east, to prepare our transport infrastructure for driverless cars, while
investing in cycle paths, to encourage healthier lifestyles outside of our dominant
cities.
Create an international exchange year where British students at 16 or 18 spend a
year immersed in a foreign language or learning programming skills. To ensure
that the British population is the most prepared in the world for the global
economy of the future. Foreign and programming language competency are core
to enabling our children shape their own future.
Integrate our National Health Service and Social Care into a new National Health
and Social Care Service with care commissioning becoming the responsibility of
clinical commissioning groups, so that there is no longer a financial incentive to
keep patients in hospital too long instead of moving them into the care service
they deserve.
Replace our bureaucratic system where the government decides if a company
needs a skilled migrant or not. To one where companies pay £5,000 a visa per year
for every migrant they sponsor. Removing the incentive for companies importing
low wage labour, driving up wages and boosting tax revenues by £10.2bn a year.
Liberalise the planning system, so that planning permits are sold rather than
given away, raising £53bn a year from developers to finance tax cuts for us all. At
the same time increasing the number of new homes being built to meet our
growing population needs.
Abolish agricultural subsidies and remove EU protectionist trade barriers on
foodstuffs, technologies and all other goods driving prices down and economic
growth up across the UK.
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THE DEAL
PUBLISH THE NO DEAL PLAN
We must publish a no deal plan which is both credible and damaging enough for the EU,
that the EU realises it must co-operate. Without a credible no deal backup plan, we have
no leverage. This backup plan should be based around turning the UK into a “Singapore
West” if the EU don’t offer a good enough deal to the UK.

THE ENVIRONMENT
CARBON ADDED TAX
We propose to tax carbon consumption will decarbonise the economy, while protecting
British manufacturing. By taxing consumption, rather than production, we will not
damage the competitiveness of UK manufacturing

REFOREST BRITAIN
Farmer's should be our guardians of nature. Paying farmers to reforest lands will begin to
undo some of the damage of the past centuries.

PARK EXPANSION
Derelict land can be reclaimed within cities to transform all our cities into garden cities.

TAX REFORM
BORDER ADJUSTMENT TAX
Today our tax base encourages companies to move overseas to avoid taxes. The BAT will
ensure that offshore firms pay their fair rate of tax by shifting corporate taxation from
exports and onto imports instead.

SCRAP STAMP DUTY
Stamp Duty is the most damaging tax currently levied in the UK, trapping people in
unsuitable locations, preventing retirees from downsizing and making it harder for first
time buyers to get on the housing ladder. As such we propose to scrap Stamp Duty
altogether.

SCRAP INTEREST TAX DEDUCTION
Corporate interest tax deduction allows companies to avoid the tax owed by offshoring
profits. They are capable of avoiding all of their taxes by borrowing money from offshore
business units in the Cayman Islands and using the interest to eliminate taxable profits.
It also encourages companies to take on excessive amounts of debt to reduce their tax bill.
As such we propose to abolish corporate interest tax deduction in its entirety.
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FLAT INCOME TAX
Use proceeds of other reforms to replace the UK income tax with a flat income tax at 20%
and to increase the National Insurance tax free threshold to £12,500 to give back money
to hard working Brits and to make the UK the most competitive economy around.

THE AGE OF INNOVATION
UNIVERSITY INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX
In order to be the leading innovators of tomorrow, we must build a University Industrial
Complex around our world leading research universities. To achieve this we propose
investing in start up incubators in every UK university while increasing co-financing
industrial PhDs.

BUILDING THE INFRASTRUCTURE OF THE FUTURE
DRIVERLESS CAR READY ROADS
This mobility revolution will transform the lives of every person living across the UK, and
it is essential that we upgrade our road network, so that driverless cars can reach every
part of the country.

RAIL REVOLUTION
Rail investment has been London centric for too long. It is vital that we invest in
upgrading rail infrastructure across the country, for the post petrol era. Installing
underground systems for Manchester, Leeds and Birmingham.

FUTUREPROOF AIRPORTS
Furthermore, air travel is exploding and it is a travesty that we have failed to keep up
with existing demand, never mind planning for the future. This must change, As such, we
propose constructing not just the 3rd runway at Heathrow, but also to construct a whole
new Thames Estuary Airport, as well as scaling regional airports.

THE SOCIAL MOBILITY REVOLUTION
THE GREAT EXCHANGE
We propose every child will be granted the opportunity to spend 12 months immersed
abroad in foreign languages or computer science. To ensure they can compete and thrive
in the modern economy.

DECENTRALISE EDUCATION
Parents should have power to drive their children's education. We propose distributing
educational vouchers to give power to parents to drive change in education.
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THE NHS
PUBLIC FUNDING
The Private Finance Initiative has failed our NHS and has only enabled governments to
hide their borrowing at the expense of higher borrowing costs from the private sector. We
fully embrace contracting, as an opportunity to exploit expertise, but PFI has measurably
failed. As such all NHS projects must be financed directly out of government budgets,
high interest PFI has no place in public service provision.

UNLIMITED DEMAND
Demand is unlimited for healthcare, the sooner we accept that the sooner we realise we
must make compromises.

INTEGRATED CARE
We propose the merger of health and social care budgets in a new NHSCS (National
Health and Social Care Service) with an £8bn budgetary boost to cover the cost increases
of an aging population and medical inflation.

IMMIGRATION & INTEGRATION
£5,000 WORKER VISAS
Allow any employer to sponsor the workers they need for £5,000 a year in visa fees to
ensure that every migrant pays their way.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP VISAS
Release £10,000 a year entrepreneurship visas granting migrants the freedom to work,
live and start up their own companies in the UK.

FREE ENGLISH LANGUAGE CLASSES
All migrants will receive 80 hours of English language classes for free to ensure they can
integrate properly into British society.

BREAKING THE CONSTRUCTION CARTEL
TRADABLE PLANNING PERMITS
Instead of giving away permits for construction, giving away tens of billions of pounds a
year in free building rights, we should sell these permits to fund tax cuts, support public
services and pay down government debt.

FINANCIAL REFORM
SCRAP EU MIS-REGULATION
Eliminate policies such as AIFMD, which do nothing for financial stability and merely
weaken the economic system.
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Overview
Program Totals
Policy

Fiscal Change

GDP Effect

Leaving the EU on
good terms

+£12.5bn

+£10.3bn

Leaving the EU
“Singapore West”
Style

-£31.2bn

Education Programs

-£2.8bn

Benefit
EU membership fee savings
Escaping single market regulation

+£44.8bn

EU membership fee savings
Aggressive deregulation

-£0.8bn

Social mobility gains
Educational technology advance

Migration Visa
System

+12.9bn

+£13.2bn

Boosting skilled migration, while
cutting unskilled migration
Reducing cultural division

Green & Hi-Tech
Programs

+£43.3bn

Financial Reform

Neutral

Neutral

Restoring UK manufacturing
Reducing emission levels

+£12.1bn

Increased pension size
Reduced financial inequality

Tax Changes

-£39.0bn

+£33.6bn

Innovation Programs

-£2.5bn

Neutral

Tax cut for all minimum wage
earners across the country
R&D spending increase
Company creation rate increase

Agricultural &
Environmental Policy

-£2.1bn

Neutral

Restore our forests and parks

Health & Social Care
Reform

-£8.0bn

Neutral

Integration of health and social care
to improve outcomes and cut costs

Antibureaucratic
Planning

+£4.5bn

+£19.8bn

Infrastructure to drive productivity
growth for the decades to come
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